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Abstract  7 

Contour error compensation of the Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine tool is a vital technology 8 

that can improve machining accuracy and quality. To achieve this goal, the tracking error of a feeding axis, 9 

which is a dominant issue incurring the contour error, should be firstly modeled and then a proper compensation 10 

strategy should be determined. However, building the precise tracking error prediction model is a challenging 11 

task because of the nonlinear issues like backlash and friction involved in the feeding axis; besides, the optimal 12 

compensation parameter is also difficult to determine because it is sensitive to the machining tool path. In this 13 

paper, a set of novel approaches for contour error prediction and compensation is presented based on the 14 

technologies of deep learning and reinforcement learning. By utilizing the internal data of the CNC system, the 15 

tracking error of the feeding axis is modeled as a Nonlinear Auto-Regressive Long-Short Term Memory (NAR-16 

LSTM) network, considering all the nonlinear issues of the feeding axis. Given the contour error as calculated 17 

based on the predicted tracking error of each feeding axis, a compensation strategy is presented with its 18 

parameters identified efficiently by a Time-Series Deep Q-Network (TS-DQN) as designed in our work. To 19 

validate the feasibility and advantage of the proposed approaches, extensive experiments are conducted, 20 

testifying that, our approaches can predict the tracking error and contour error with very good precision (better 21 

than about 99% and 90% respectively), and the contour error compensated based on the predicted results and 22 

our compensation strategy is significantly reduced (about 70%~85% reduction) with the machining quality 23 

improved drastically (machining error reduced about 50%). 24 

Keywords: Contour error prediction and compensation, NAR-LSTM network, TS-DQN, CNC machining. 25 

 26 

1. Introduction 27 

In Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machining, the contour error of the feeding system is one of the 28 

most fatal factors affecting the machining precision, and the lower the contour error is, the better machining 29 

precision it could be. The contour error results from both factors of the tracking error of the machine’s feeding 30 

axes and the mismatch of multi-axis dynamic characteristics [1], especially at the location of the sharp corner 31 

[2][3][4] of the tool path. To improve the machining accuracy, the contour error should be effectively predicted 32 

and compensated [5][6].  33 

There have been extensive works on contour error prediction and compensation. In general, they are 34 

classified into two types: online and offline approaches [7][8]. 35 

As an online method for the contour error estimation and compensation, the concept of Cross-Coupling 36 
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Control (CCC) was introduced by Koren in [9], which directly reduces the contour error of the entire feeding 1 

system of machine tool simultaneously, rather than modeling and treating the tracking error of each feeding axis 2 

individually. Based on the work of [9], an improved concept of CCC is proposed, for which a more effective 3 

control law is utilized to build the model of contour error [10]. In the following work of [9], Koren and Lo [11] 4 

proposed a variable gain CCC method to estimate the contour error more effectively. For the contour of arbitrary 5 

shape, Yeh and Hsu [12] proposed a contouring error vector estimation-based approach to efficiently determine 6 

the variable gains for the CCC. Later, the approaches based on the CCC were developed further into the two-7 

layered cross-coupling control [13], cross-coupled fuzzy logic sliding mode control [14], cross-coupled dynamic 8 

friction control [15], and the neural-network CCC [16]. 9 

Different from CCC algorithms, Huo et al. [17] proposed a generalized Taylor series expansion error 10 

compensation method, and this method was proved to enable the elimination of the axial following error via 11 

simulation, thereby achieving good contour following results. Zhu et al. [18] presented a real-time contour error 12 

estimation method based on the second-order Taylor approximation of the point-to-curve distance function. 13 

Erkorkmaz and Altintas[19] presented a contour error estimation method for arbitrary free-form contouring 14 

curves by approximating the original continuous trajectory with some discretized positions. By projecting the 15 

actual position onto the osculating plane at the nearest reference point, Li et al. [20] proposed a method in which 16 

the axial component of contour errors are estimated and compensated into each control loop of the servo motor 17 

simultaneously. Hu et al. [21] proposed a numerical computation-based accurate contour error estimation 18 

method and the corresponding contour error compensation strategy. 19 

In addition to the online contour error estimation and compensation method, some other works have been 20 

done on the offline method [22]. Huo and Poo [23] proposed a Nonlinear Auto-Regressive (NAR) neural 21 

network modeling method to build the model of the feeding system by taking the reference position as the input, 22 

and the actual position at the next instant can be predicted from the proposed model. Similarly, by designing a 23 

NAR neural network with exogenous inputs, Erwinski et al. [24] presented a contour error prediction model, 24 

which can directly predict the contour error by using a reference position on the tool path. Zhang et al. [25] 25 

proposed an iterative compensation method for contour error of CNC machining, in which the tracking error 26 

model is utilized for calculating the optimal compensation value. 27 

 For the real-time compensation methods based on the contour error modeling, the accuracy of 28 

compensation is not high enough because, on the one hand, the prediction models have limited complexity and 29 

thus fair prediction precision; and on the other hand, due to the essential inertia of the electrical and mechanical 30 

system, the feeding system of CNC machine tool has the lag-characteristic, i.e., the compensated result cannot 31 

work immediately, which could undermine the effect of contour error compensation. For the offline model-32 

based iterative compensation methods, the computational efficiency for determining the compensation value is 33 

low because they normally require some iterative processes to calculate the compensation value of each control 34 

cycle [25]. Also, the predicted value of the model cannot truly reflect the actual contour error, especially when 35 

the error generated by the mechanical transmission elements [26][27] is difficult to be considered and covered 36 

by the prediction model. 37 

To improve the contouring accuracy of the CNC machine tool, this paper presents a set of contour error 38 

compensation methods by firstly modeling the contour error based on a Nonlinear Auto-Regressive Long-Short 39 

Term Memory (NAR-LSTM) network and then determining the optimal compensation parameters via another 40 

machine learning method called Time-Series Deep Q-Network (TS-DQN). There are two major contributions 41 
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in this paper: 1 

(1) Based on the internal data of the machine tool, a deep learning network called NAR-LSTM is designed 2 

that can precisely predict the tracking error, based on which the contour error can be calculated. For 3 

each feeding axis, the nonlinear factor of the tracking error is estimated from the NAR-LSTM network; 4 

combine with the linear part as calculated from the steady-state of the feeding axis, the entire tracking 5 

error of the feeding axis can be precisely predicted. After that, the contour error is calculated based on 6 

the predicted tracking error of two feeding axes. 7 

(2) To address the lag-characteristic as well as find the best compensation strategy, a reinforcement 8 

learning method called TS-DQN is proposed that determines the optimal parameters of the 9 

compensation strategy, from which the contour error can be largely reduced and the surface machining 10 

quality can be improved significantly. 11 

Given the proposed approaches, the contour error for machining a part, no matter it is a new part or an 12 

already machined one, can be precisely predicted and compensated without needing any time-consuming 13 

iterative calculation for the compensation value and parameters. 14 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a NAR-LSTM network-based contour error 15 

prediction method. Based on the predicted result, Section 3 presents a TS-DQN-based approach to determine 16 

the optimal compensation parameters for a given compensation strategy. In Section 4, some simulation and 17 

physical cutting experiments are conducted to verify the performance of the proposed contour error prediction 18 

and compensation methods. This paper concludes in Section 5. 19 

 20 

2. The NAR-LSTM network-based contour error calculation 21 

In this section, a NAR-LSTM network is firstly designed to model the nonlinear part of the tracking error 22 

of a machine’s feeding axis, based on which the tracking error (considering both the linear and nonlinear part) 23 

can be calculated; and then a contour error (due to the tracking error of multiple axes) calculation approach is 24 

presented. 25 

 26 

2.1. Tracking error of a feeding axis 27 

For a given machining path, a set of positions will be generated for each feeding axis after it is processed in 28 

the CNC system, which is called reference position and denoted by the symbol u . The reference position is 29 

then sent to the servo system to drive the feeding axis of the machine tool. As a core component of a machine 30 

tool, a feeding axis is composed of mechanical transmission elements, a servo motor, and its controller. For a 31 

semi-closed loop control a feeding axis as illustrated in Fig.1, the position feedback w  comes from the rotary 32 

encoder of the motor. Compared with w , the actual position w  as measured by using the linear encoder 33 

installed on the worktable can reflect the tracking error more precisely because the errors caused by the 34 

mechanical transmission elements [6] of the feeding axis are included. In our work, instead of using w  as the 35 

position feedback, the actual position w  is utilized in our following tracking error modeling approach. 36 
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 3 

Fig. 1. The general structure of the semi-closed loop control of a feeding axis 4 

For a feeding axis of the machine tool, a typical way of the position control loop is achieved via the classical 5 

PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) control algorithm [28], i.e., by modulating the proportional, integral, and 6 

derivative parameters, the PID controller minimizes the tracking error between the desired position u  (i.e., 7 

the reference position) and the feedback position w  (i.e., the actual position), and  8 

E u w   (1) 

where, E is defined as the tracking error of a feeding axis as shown in Fig. 2. 9 

To avoid the complexity of determining all the three PID parameters, the P-control mode which only adjusts 10 

the proportional parameter is normally utilized in industrial practices, for which the following relationship holds 11 

[29], 12 

p
v K E   (2) 

where, v is the velocity of the velocity loop, and 
p

K  is the position proportional gain and it is a parameter set 13 

in the CNC system. 14 

Kp Kv

E vu

w




 15 

Fig. 2. The position control loop of the feeding system 16 

Based on Eq. (2), the tracking error E can be calculated as  17 

 
p

v
E G v

K
   (3) 

For the E as calculated from Eq. (1) to Eq. (3), it is the tracking error of the steady-state, which is defined 18 

as the Linear Tracking Error (LTE) because it is a linear function of v . 19 

In addition to the LTE, there are a lot of nonlinear factors in the control and transmission process from 20 

which some additional tracking error can be produced, especially for the mechanical transmission elements 21 

which internally suffer from the nonlinear issues like the backlash and friction force of feeding axis. Tracking 22 

error generated due to these nonlinear issues is defined as the Nonlinear Tracking Error (NLTE). The NLTE can 23 

significantly affect the contour error of the machine tool’s feeding system and surface machining quality, it 24 

should be precisely estimated before the contour error can be compensated. 25 

Feedback Rotary encoder

+


Servo

Mechanical

transmission elements
MotorCNC

u w w
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For the X-axis of the machine tool (Fig. 11), an example of the LTE and NLTE is shown in Fig. 3. With 1 

considering both the LTE and the NLTE, the Overall Tracking Error (OTE) of a feeding system is the 2 

combination of them, 3 

a nl
E E E   (4) 

where 
a

E  is the OTE and 
nl

E  is the NLTE. 4 

 5 

Fig. 3. LTE and NLTE of the X-axis of the machine tool of Fig. 13 6 

Based on Eq. (4), building the prediction model for the OTE resorts to the modeling of the LTE and NLTE, 7 

as shown in Fig. 4. Since the LTE can be calculated from Eq. (3), the major challenge for modeling the OTE 8 

lies in the accurate modeling of the NLTE. In this paper, a big data-based model  H U  is utilized to predict 9 

the NLTE, in which the input U is the historical data of the CNC machining process. Details regarding the U 10 

and  H U  will be explained in the next subsection. 11 

In the following part of this paper, to distinguish from the real value retrieved from the physical experiment, 12 

we put a hat on the symbol of the estimated data, e.g., the E is the real LTE while the Ê  with hat is the 13 

estimated LTE. 14 

ˆ
nl

E 


v

U

Ê

ˆ
a

E

p
K

 H U
 15 

Fig. 4. Prediction model of the OTE 16 
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 1 

2.2. NAR-LSTM network-based modeling of the NLTE 2 

In this section, the model for predicting the NLTE of the feeding axis is constructed based on the NAR-3 

LSTM network. 4 

Due to the essential nature of time-series for the control signal of the feeding system, the long-short term 5 

memory network (LSTM) has direct advantages for modeling of time-series response of the feeding axis. In our 6 

early work [30], a network called the NAR-LSTM network is constructed based on the traditional LSTM and 7 

the idea of the feedback control of the feeding system, for which the actual position of the feeding axis for the 8 

current time instant is predicted by taking the previous instant as the direct feedback. In this work, the idea of 9 

NAR-LSTM is utilized for constructing the model for predicting NLTE of the feeding axis.  10 

       11 

                   (a)                                              (b) 12 

Fig. 5. Architectures of the NAR-LSTM network. (a) Open-loop architecture; (b) Closed-loop architecture 13 

There are two different architectures of the NAR-LSTM network: open-loop and closed-loop as 14 

respectively shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). For the open-loop architecture, the actual nonlinear tracking error of (t-15 

1)-th instant  -1t

nl
E  is taken as one of the inputs for predicting the  ˆ t

nl
E  of t-th instant, while for the closed-16 

loop architecture the previously predicted result  1ˆ t

nl
E

  is taken as the input for predicting the  1ˆ t

nl
E

 . In this 17 

work, the mathematical expression of these two architectures is given by Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), respectively. 18 

              1 2 1 1ˆ , , , ; , , ,
t t t t g t t t g

nl nl nl nl
E H E E E U U U

      L L  (5) 

              1 2 1 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , , ; , , ,
t t t t g t t t g

nl nl nl nl
E H E E E U U U

      L L  (6) 

where in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), H is the nonlinear function for modeling the NLTE;        
, ,

t t t t
U v a J     is the 19 

input vector of the t-th instant, and  t
v ,  t

a , and  t
J  are respectively the reference velocity, acceleration, 20 
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and jerk as retrieved from the CNC system; g is as a parameter of the network, meaning that the  ˆ t

nl
E  is 1 

calculated based on the g-time span of the historical data. 2 

For the actual NLTE  t
nl

E  of Eq. (5), it can be calculated from: 3 

     t t t

nl a
E E E   (7) 

where, the actual tracking error  t
a

E  can be obtained from the CNC system, and  t
E  can be calculated from 4 

Eq. (3). 5 

To predict the nonlinear tracking error  ˆ t

nl
E  of the t-th instant, the data  t

U  from the (t-g)-th instant to 6 

the current instant is utilized in the NAR-LSTM structure of Fig. 5. Besides, the historical NLTE data from (t-7 

g-1)-th instant to (t-1)-th instant is also utilized for predicting the current  ˆ t

nl
E , but the data source is different 8 

for the training stage and predicting stage per Eq. (5) and Eq. (6): during the training phase, the open-loop 9 

architecture is used because of the availability of the actual NLTE data      1 2 1
, , ,

t t t g

nl nl nl
E E E

   
L ; when 10 

predicting the NLTE  ˆ t

nl
E , there is no existing NLTE data, so the previous predicted NTLE from the (t-g-1)-th 11 

instant to the (t-1)-th instant is utilized, i.e., the      1 2 1ˆ ˆ ˆ, , ,
t t t g

nl nl nl
E E E

   
L  as presented in Eq. (6). 12 

Based on the proposed NAR-LSTM model, the NLTE of the feeding axis can be predicted from Eq. (6) 13 

and the OTE can be calculated from Eq. (4). Details regarding the prediction results are shown in Section 4.2. 14 

In the next subsection, a contour error prediction model will be presented based on the calculated OTE of each 15 

feeding axis. 16 

 17 

2.3. Contour error calculation 18 

Given the OTE as predicted from the approach presented in Section 2.2, the predicted position of the 19 

feeding axis is  20 

     ˆˆ t t t

aw u E   (8) 

where,  ˆ t

a
E is the predicted OTE at the t-th instant;  t

u  is the reference position of feeding axis;  ˆ t
w  is the 21 

corresponding predicted actual position of the  t
u . 22 

With the actual position of the two axes (i.e., the X and Y-axis in the 2D contouring machining), the actual 23 

path of the CNC machining can be defined, and the contour error, which is the deviation between the reference 24 

path and the actual path, can be calculated. 25 
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X
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,

ˆ t

a x
E

 
,

ˆ t

a y
E

 1 

Fig. 6. The procedure of contour error calculation 2 

The general idea of calculating the contour error is shown in Fig. 6. Before the procedure can be explained, 3 

the following symbols defined in Fig. 6 are explained at the t-th instant: 4 

 t
x

u ,  t
y

u  - the reference position based on the given path  
5 

 
,

ˆ t

a x
E

,  
,

ˆ t

a y
E

 - the predicted OTE of the feeding axis 6 

 ˆ t

x
w

,  ˆ t

y
w

 - the predicted position of the feeding axis 7 

ˆ
c
  - the predicted contour errors of the feeding system with considering both X and Y-axis 8 

With the above definitions, the proposed procedure for building the Prediction Model of Contour Error 9 

(PMCE) is explained as follows. 10 

Step-1: Estimate the position of the X and Y axis at the t-th instant. Taking the X-axis as the example： 11 

make t=g (g is the specific time span of the historical data for modeling the NAR-LSTM); given the data of the 12 

first g instants, estimated the NLTE  
,

ˆ t

nl x
E   with the model of Eq. (6); calculate the OTE  

,
ˆ t

a x
E   and the 13 

predicted position ( )ˆ t

x
w  per Eq. (4) and Eq. (8), respectively. Likewise, ( )ˆ t

y
w  of the Y-axis can be predicted. 14 

Step-2: Get the predicted point ( ) ( ) ( )

y
ˆ ˆ( , )t t t

x
P w w  for the t-th instant. 15 

Step-3: Iterate Step-1 and Step-2 by increasing the index of t, until it reaches the last point. The predicted 16 

points will form a curve and assume it is ( ) ( 1){..., , ,...}t t
P P

 . 17 

Step-4: Calculate the contour error for each predicted point. Taking the point ( )t
P  shown in Fig. 7 as an 18 

example, calculate the distances from the ( )t
P   to the all the line segments of 19 

( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( 2) ( 1) ( ){ , ,..., }t g t g t g t g t t
u u u u u u

         , where the ( )i
u  ( [ , ]i t g t   ) is the point on the reference path 20 

corresponding to the i-th instant; the contour error is then selected as the minimal value among these distances, 21 

e.g., the distance between the ( )

*

t
p  and ( )t

P  as shown in Fig. 7. The contour error of each predicted point is 22 

calculated which altogether forms the predicted contour error ˆ
c
  of the reference path, as shown in Fig. 6. The 23 

detailed process for calculating the contour error could refer to the work [17]. 24 
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 1 

Fig. 7. Contour error calculation of ( )t
P  for a free-form reference path 2 

Given the PMCE as presented in the section, a reinforcement learning-based approach is presented to 3 

determine the optimal compensation strategy of contour error, as to be presented in the next section. 4 

 5 

3. Reinforcement learning-based contour error compensation 6 

In this section, a contour error compensation strategy is first presented to address the lag-characteristic of 7 

the feeding system and ensure good compensation performance, and then a reinforcement learning-based 8 

approach is designed to determine the essential parameters of the proposed strategy. 9 

 10 

3.1. Contour error compensation strategy 11 

PMCE
Optimal

Policy









Offline

Controller
Axial 

Dynamic

Controller
Axial 

Dynamic









ˆ
c


 t
x

u

 t
y

u

 t
x

u

 t
y

u

 t
x

w

 t
y

w

 t
x

c

 t
y

c

 12 

Fig. 8. The general idea of the contour error compensation method 13 

The general idea of the proposed contour error compensation method is shown in Fig. 8. Before the 14 

approach is explained, the following definitions are given at the t-th sampling instant: 15 

 t
x

u ,  t
y

u  - the reference position from the given part program 16 

ˆ
c
  - the contour error calculated from the PMCE of Section 2.3 17 

 t
x

u ,  t
y

u  - the compensated position of the corresponding reference path 18 
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 t
x

w ,  t
y

w  - the actual position of the feeding axis 1 

 t
x

c ,  t
y

c  - the compensation values of X- and Y-axis 2 

As shown in Fig. 8, the contour error ˆ
c
  of a given part program is predicted with the PMCE as proposed 3 

in Section 2 in an offline way. Based on the ˆ
c
 , an optimal policy is designed to calculate the compensation 4 

value  t
x

c and  t
y

c  for the X- and Y-axis, respectively. After that, the compensated position will be sent to the 5 

CNC controller to reduce the contour error and improve the machining accuracy. 6 

To achieve good compensation performance, we designed two parameters in the proposed compensation 7 

model, i.e., the forward compensation cycle T and the compensation rate k, which are respectively defined to 8 

avoid the lag-characteristic of the control system and mechanical system of the feeding axis and ensure good 9 

compensation performance. Given a reference position  t
u at the t-th instance, the corresponding compensated 10 

position  t
u  as calculated from the compensation policy can be regarded as a function of the parameter T and 11 

k, and 12 

      ,
t t t T

c
u u k       (9) 

In Eq. (9), the  t
u at the t-th instance is compensated based on the future contour error  t T

c
  at the (t+T)-13 

th constant, in this way, the lag-characteristic is counterbalanced by the parameter T at the t-th instance, as 14 

shown in Fig. 9. 15 

 16 

Fig. 9. Contour error compensation of the reference contour 17 

In the proposed compensation strategy, the compensation values for the X- and Y-axis is denoted as  t
x

c18 

and  t
y

c , respectively, and 19 

     
     

ˆ sin

ˆ cos

t t T

x c

t t T

y c

c k

c k

 

 





   


  
 (10) 
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where   is the angle between the normal direction at  t
u  and the Y-axis. 1 

Given the compensation values for the X and Y axis per Eq. (10), the compensated positions  t
x

u  and 2 

 t
y

u of the corresponding reference path are  3 

   

   

=

=

t tt

x x x

t tt

y y y

u u c

u u c

  

 

 (11) 

The compensated position as calculating from Eq. (11) is then sent to the CNC system to make the modified 4 

contour, which is formed by the compensated positions, closer to the original reference contour.  5 

For the proposed compensation strategy, one issue remains that how the two compensation parameters (i.e., 6 

the T and k of Eq. (10)) can be determined so that a good compensation result can be achieved. In the next 7 

subsection, a reinforcement learning-based approach is applied to determine the two parameters. 8 

 9 

3.2. TS-DQN based identification of compensation parameters  10 

As a popular and dominant reinforcement learning method, the Deep Q-network (DQN) learns by 11 

interacting with the environment to obtain the optimal policy under a set reward function, and it has been widely 12 

used in the domain of optimal control [31][32]. Considering the time-series feature of the feeding system, a 13 

modified DQN, named Time-Series Deep Q-network (TS-DQN), is presented for identifying the compensation 14 

parameters. The general framework of the TS-DQN is shown in Fig. 10, in which a time-series replay memory 15 

is used to replace the traditional replay memory of the classical DQN [31]. For the replay memory in the 16 

proposed TS-DQN, the rewards in historical steps can be re-updated according to the time-series state of the 17 

feeding system, so as to achieve higher parameters identification efficiency. 18 

The TS-DQN based compensation parameters identification scheme is shown in Fig. 10. The PMCE of 19 

Section 2.3 is utilized as the environment for the proposed TS-DQN. Two Q-networks with the same structure 20 

but different parameters are used; and between them, one is the main Q-network for calculating the Q-value of 21 

the agent’s action from Eq. (12) and selecting the action under the maximum Q-value, and the other is the target 22 

Q-network for assisting training the network by calculating the target Q-value.  23 
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 1 

Fig. 10. The general structure of the proposed TS-DQN  2 

The three core components of the TS-DQN algorithm are the prediction performance state t
s (superscript 3 

“t” represents the data at the t-th instance), decision action of compensation parameter  ,t t
T k , and the reward 4 

for corresponding decision action t
r  in a specific state. In addition, the proposed TS-DQN involves an agent, 5 

a set of states S, and a set of decision actions for (T, k). In this paper, there are 8 potential decision actions, as 6 

listed in table 1. 7 

Table 1 Decision action set of the compensation parameter 8 

Action  1 1,T k   2 2,T k   3 3,T k   4 4,T k   5 5,T k   6 6,T k   7 7,T k   8 8,T k  

Value (1, 0.1) (1, 0) (1, -0.1) (0, 0.1) (0, -0.1) (-1, 0.1) (-1, 0) (-1, -0.1) 

By selecting and executing a decision action according to the ε-greedy policy, the agent changes from one 9 

state to another. In the meantime, the agent will get the reward r when executing a decision action in the specific 10 

state.  11 

       1

1 1 1, , , , max , , , ,t

t t t t t t t t t t t t t

a
Q s T k Q s T k r Q s T k Q s T k  

         (12) 

where   is the learning rate and   is the discount factor. 12 

The data set  1, , , ,t t t t t
s T k r s

  as obtained through the interaction of the agent with the environment at 13 

t-instant will be stored in the time-series replay memory. According to the time-series feature of the feeding 14 

system of the CNC machining, if the same decision action is selected in adjacent steps and a better compensation 15 

performance is obtained, the reward 1t
r

  in the last step will be re-updated in the time-series replay memory 16 

by Eq. (13), 17 
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1 1t t t
r r p r

     (13) 

Then, the reward in m previous steps can be updated in the time-series replay memory by 1 

 1 1,..., , 1,2,...,t n t n t n t t
r r p r r r n m

            (14) 

where in Eq. (13) and Eq. (14), p is the time-series correlation factor, and m is the number of decision actions 2 

that are continuing the same.  3 

The Q-network of TS-DQN is trained by using a batch of the data from the time-series replay memory, 4 

while the parameters   of the main Q-network is updated by minimizing the loss function of Eq. (15) via 5 

gradient descent algorithm. 6 

    2

, , ;t t t
L E TargetQ Q s T k     

 

and  1 1

1 1 1

,
max , , ;t t

t t t t

T k
TragetQ r Q s T k  

      

(15) 

where,   and    are the parameters of the main Q-network and the target Q-network, respectively. 7 

The reward value function corresponding to the specific state and action is given in Eq. (16). By estimating 8 

the compensation performance through the prediction model of contour error, the reward t
r  at the t-th instant 9 

can be given as 10 

 3

1t t

E E
r c        

and *0.3 ( ) *0.7t t t

E MSE maxE abs E    

(16) 

where, t

MSE
E  is the mean square error (MSE) of the predicted contour error set t

E , and E
  is the tolerance 11 

of contour error and we choose E
 =2 μm in this paper, and c is a constant of 1000. 12 

For the proposed TS-DQN as shown in Fig. 10, an algorithm called TS-DQN with Experience Replay is 13 

given below for a clear explanation. As already alluded, a time-series replay memory of the proposed TS-DQN 14 

is used to replace the traditional replay memory of DQN, and the re-updated method of rewards is added in the 15 

time-series replay memory by setting 1 1t t t
r r p r

     when 1t t
a a

   and 1t t
s s

  ’. 16 

Algorithm_ TS-DQN with Experience Replay 
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Initialize time-series replay memory D 

Initialize action-value function Q  with random parameters   

Initialize target action-value function Q̂  with random weights = 
 

for episode = 1, M do 

Initialize sequence  1 1
s x  and preprocessed sequenced  1 1

s    

for t = 1, T do 

With probability ε select a random compensation parameter decision action  ,t t
T k  

otherwise select     ,, arg max , , ;t t t

T k
T k Q s T k    

Execute action  ,t t
T k  in emulator and observe reward t

r  and image 1t
x

   

Set 1 1, , ,t t t t t
s s T k x

   and preprocess  1 1t t
s    

Store transition  1, , , ,t t t t t
T k r    in D 

Sample random minibatch of transitions  1, , , ,j j j j j
T k r    from D 

Set  1

,

                       if episode terminates at step j+1         

ˆmax , , ;                 otherwise                                          

j

j

j j

T k

r
y

r Q T k  
 

   
  

Set 1 1t t t
r r p r

     if    1
, ,

t t
T k T k

   and 1t t
s s

    

Perform a gradient descent step on   2

, , ;j j j j
y Q T k  for the network parameters  

Every N steps reset Q̂ Q   

end for 

end for 

 1 

Based on the above Algorithm_ TS-DQN with Experience Replay, the two compensation parameters 2 

(i.e., the T and k of Eq. (10)) at each instance of the machining process are identified which minimizing the 3 

contour error. Results on the identification of the two parameters and the follow-up compensation will be 4 

presented the Section 4. 5 

 6 

4. Experiments 7 

In this section, some experiments are conducted to verify the proposed NAR-LSTM network-based contour 8 

error modeling approach and the TS-DQN-based contour error compensation strategy. 9 

4.1. Experimental setup 10 

The experimental verifications of the proposed contour error prediction and compensation approaches were 11 
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conducted toward the BM8-H three-axis CNC milling center equipped with a Huazhong HNC-818B controller, 1 

as shown in Fig. 11. For the machine tool, the 2D contour error resulting from tracking error (both linear and 2 

nonlinear) of X and Y axis is calculated and compensated, where, the reference positions 
x

u  and 
y

u  is 3 

generated and retrieved from the CNC system; and the actual positions of the feeding axis x
w  and 

y
w  are 4 

detected by the linear encoder mounting on the working table (shown in Fig. 12); both data is collected via the 5 

data acquisition function of the CNC system with the sampling frequency of 1 kHz. 6 

Z

Y

X

 7 

Fig. 11. The BM8-H three-axis CNC milling center  8 

 9 
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Fig. 12. Data retrieved for the X and Y-axis from the controller 11 

To testify the proposed approaches in terms of contour error prediction and compensation, one elementary 12 

contour (i.e., circle shown in Fig. 13(a)) and two more freeform contours (i.e., heart contour and goggles contour 13 

shown in Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 13(c), respectively) are chosen as test examples. For each contour, experiments are 14 

conducted on four feedrates of 1200 mm/min, 2400 mm/min, 3600 mm/min, and 4800 mm/min. Among the 15 

three contours, two of them (i.e., the circle, and heart) are taken as the training and validation samples for the 16 

proposed NAR-LSTM network and TS-DQN, while the goggles contour serves as the test sample. Details about 17 

the three contours are listed below. 18 
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 Circular contour: a circle centered at the origin with a radius of 50 mm. 1 

 Heart contour: a NURBS curve with degree=4 and 7 control points [33], details on its geometric 2 

parameters are listed in Appendix B. 3 

 Goggles contour: a NURBS curve with degree=4 and 9 control points [34], details on its geometric 4 

parameters are also listed in Appendix B 
5 

     6 

(a)                          (b)                              (c) 7 

Fig. 13. Three test contours. (a) circular contour; (b) heart contour; (c) goggles contour. 8 

For the proposed NAR-LSTM network in Section 2, its structure is presented in section 2.2. In each time-9 

series block of the NAR-LSTM network, two basic LSTM-cell and one fully connected layer were used. The 10 

number of nodes in each cell and the parameter g were found by trial and error approach, and they are 60 and 11 

14 in this paper, respectively. The dimensions of the input and output are 4 and 1 respectively. Moreover, as a 12 

typical recurrent neural network, the structure and parameters of the NAR-LSTM are reused in each control 13 

cycle. For the proposed TS-DQN in Section 3, its Q-network is a three-layer fully connected neural network 14 

with 10 nodes in the hidden layer, the input dimension being 30, and the output dimension being the total number 15 

of the decision actions 8. 16 

 17 

4.2. Experimental results 18 

In this section, the experimental results on the NAR-LSTM network-based contour error prediction are first 19 

reported, and then the feasibility and advantage of the proposed TS-DQN-based contour error compensation 20 

approach are testified by simulation and physical cutting experiments.  21 

4.2.1. Contour error prediction 22 

The detailed results on the contour error prediction are presented for machining goggles contour with the 23 

feedrate of 2400 mm/min. Results on the other contours and the other feedrates are similar, with their details 24 

presented in Section 4.2.2. 25 

The prediction results for the tracking error of the X and Y-axis from the approach of Section 2.1 and 26 

Section 2.2 are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, respectively. Results show that the predicted results match with 27 

the actual tracking error, which is retrieved from the controller of the CNC machine tools, very well. For the X-28 

axis with the maximum actual tracking error of 0.5659 mm (as shown in Fig. 14), the prediction error, which is 29 

the deviation between the actual position and the predicted position, has the maximum value of 0.0019 mm, 30 

Y /mm

X /mmO

P

。

(b)
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which is only 0.34% of the corresponding actual tracking error. For the Y-axis which has the largest actual 1 

tracking error of 0.5661 mm, the maximum prediction error is 0.0021 mm, which is only 0.37% of the actual 2 

tracking error at this location. Results shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 validated that, the proposed NAR-LSTM 3 

network-based tracking error modeling approach has very good predicted accuracy. 4 

 5 

Fig. 14. Actual (red) and predicted (blue) tracking error, prediction error (green) of the X-axis 6 

 7 

 8 

Fig. 15. Actual (red) and predicted (blue) tracking error, prediction error (green) of the Y-axis 9 

Based on the tracking error as estimated from the NAR-LSTM network, the contour error can be calculated 10 

based on the approach as presented in Section 2.3. Fig. 16 shows predicted contour error, actual contour error, 11 

and the deviation (prediction error) between them when machining the goggles contour. Results show that, for 12 

the location with the maximal actual contour error of 0.0219 mm, the predicted result is 0.0020 mm, with the 13 

prediction error being 9.1% of the actual contour error. Results in Fig. 16 validated that, based on the tracking 14 
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error as modeled via the NAR-LSTM network, the contour error of 2D CNC machining can be precisely 1 

predicted. 2 

 3 

Fig. 16. Actual (red) contour error, predicted (blue) contour error, and prediction error (green) for the 4 

goggles contour 5 

4.2.2. Contour error compensation  6 

Based on the approach as presented in Section 3, the experiments for contour error compensation are 7 

conducted for circular contour, heart contour and goggles contour, with the results shown in Fig. 17, Fig. 18, 8 

and Fig. 19, respectively. 9 

For the circular contour, the contour error has some significant reduction after compensation, with the 10 

maximum contour error reduced from 0.0204 mm to 0.0039 mm, an 80.88% reduction; the compensated contour 11 

is very closed to the original reference contour, as shown in Fig. 17. For the heart contour, the contour error is 12 

also largely reduced, with the maximum contour error reduced from 0.0183 mm to 0.0054 mm, as shown in Fig. 13 

18, which has a 70.49% reduction. For the goggles contour shown in Fig. 19, the maximum contour error is 14 

reduced from 0.0262 mm to 0.0048 mm, an 81.68% improvement.  15 

Note that, to make the results obvious, the contour error shown in Fig. 17(a), Fig. 18(a) and Fig. 19(a) is 16 

magnified 200 times. 17 

 18 
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 1 

(a)             (b) 2 

Fig. 17. Contour error compensation for circular contour. (a) reference, uncompensated, and compensated 3 

circle; (b) contour error before and after compensation.  4 

 5 

 6 

(a)             (b) 7 

Fig. 18. Contour error compensation for heart contour. (a) reference, uncompensated, and compensated heart 8 

contour; (b) contour error before and after compensation.  9 
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 1 

(a)             (b) 2 

Fig. 19. Contour error compensation for goggles contour. (a) reference, uncompensated, and compensated 3 

goggles contour; (b) contour error before and after compensation.  4 

The Fig. 17 - Fig. 19 are experimental results for a feedrate of 2400 mm/min; to comprehensively testify 5 

the feasibility and advantage of the proposed method, the contour error compensation is also conducted on other 6 

three feedrates, i.e., 1200 mm/min, 3600 mm/min and 4800 mm/min. To effectively evaluate the compensation 7 

results, the Maximal Absolute Error (MAE) of the contour error, which is the critical condition affecting the 8 

machining quality, is listed in the Table-1 for the total four feedrates, and  9 

   max 1,2,...MAE k k N ，   (17) 10 

where,  k  is the contour error at the k-th instant, and N is the total number of instants. 11 

The experimental results in Table-1 show that, for various contours machined different feedrates, our 12 

approach can significantly reduce the contour errors of all cases, with the MAE of the contour error reduced for 13 

70.49% ~ 84.53% after the compensation. 14 

Table-1 Contour error for different contours with various feedrates [MAE (mm)]. 15 

Feedrate  1200 mm/min 2400 mm/min 3600 mm/min 4800 mm/min 

Circular 

Uncompensated 0.0177 0.0204 0.0232 0.0270 

Compensated 0.0028 0.0039 0.0055 0.0064 

Comparison 84.18% ↓ 80.88% ↓ 76.29% ↓ 76.30% ↓ 

Heart 
Uncompensated 0.0135 0.0183 0.0311 0.0472 

Compensated 0.0036 0.0054 0.0062 0.0073 

 Comparison 73.33% ↓ 70.49% ↓ 80.06% ↓ 84.53% ↓ 
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Goggles 

Uncompensated 0.0151 0.0262 0.0329 0.0379 

Compensated 0.0029 0.0048 0.0055 0.0068 

 Comparison 80.79% ↓ 81.68% ↓ 83.28% ↓ 82.06% ↓ 

 1 

To further testify the effectiveness of the proposed contour error compensation approach on improving the 2 

machining quality, physical cutting experiments are conducted on the milling center BM8-H for machining the 3 

circular contour of a radius of 35 mm and feedrate of 3000 mm/min. The machined parts before and after 4 

compensation are shown in Fig. 20(a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 20 shows that, after contour error compensation, 5 

the surface roughness can be improved drastically, especially for the machining region where the X or Y-axis of 6 

the machine tool reverses the moving direction and the surface defects such as bump or groove could easily 7 

occur. In addition to the surface roughness, the machining precision of the two circles is inspected by the 8 

WENZEL LH108 coordinate measuring machine (Fig. 21(a)). Inspection results shown in Fig. 21(b) convince 9 

that, based on the proposed compensation technology, the machining error can be reduced significantly with the 10 

maximum machining error reduced from 15.1 μm to 7.6 μm. 11 

 12 

(a)                                 (b) 13 

Fig. 20. Machined parts of circular contour. (a) before compensation; (b) after compensation 14 
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 1 

(a)                                  (b) 2 

Fig. 21. (a) Inspection scenario of the machined parts; (b) machining error before and after compensation 3 

In our work, the compensation parameters of Section 3.1 are identified with the proposed TS-DQN. 4 

Compared with the traditional DQN [31], the proposed TS-DQN has time-series replay memory, which enables 5 

the rewards in historical steps reupdated based on the time-series state of the feeding system; the TS-DQN 6 

designed in this way can improve the parameter identification efficiency. The computational time for 7 

recognizing the parameters based on the proposed TS-DQN and traditional DQN is listed in Table-2. Both 8 

algorithms are run on the same laptop with Intel Core i7-2.60 GHz CPU and 16GB RAM. The DQN takes 9 

25.51s when identifying the compensation parameters while the proposed TS-DQN only takes 14.83s, i.e., the 10 

proposed TS-DQN has a 41.81% reduction of computational time. 11 

Table 2 Computational time of the proposed TS-DQN and the traditional DQN. 12 

Algorithm Computational time (s) 

DQN 25.51 

TS-DQN 14.83 

 13 

In addition to our contour error compensation approach as proposed in Section 3, two more strategies 14 

(benchmarks) addressing the contour error are implemented to verify the advantage of the proposed approaches 15 

in terms of reducing the contour error. The first strategy is called the tracking error compensation method which 16 

directly compensates the tracking error of the feeding axis according to the prediction results of the NAR-LSTM 17 

network. The other strategy is called the direct contour error compensation approach that compensates the 18 

contour error without considering the two parameters of the forward compensation cycle and the compensation 19 

rate (i.e., by setting T=0 and k=1 in the Eq. (10)). Experimental results on the contour error compensation of our 20 

approach and the benchmarks on the goggles contour are presented in Fig. 22. Results show that our approach 21 

has much better compensation results with compared to the two benchmarks and the original uncompensated 22 

strategy: the maximal contour error of our approach is 4.82 μm, which is significantly smaller than the two 23 
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benchmarks (i.e., 13.77 μm and 17.85 μm) and the uncompensated strategy (i.e., 26.24 μm). Therefore, the 1 

proposed method can achieve better performance on the contour error compensation as compared to the other 2 

strategies. 3 

 4 

Fig. 22. Comparison between the proposed approach and the benchmarks on the contour error compensation 5 

of goggles contour 6 

In this section, some comprehensive experiments for testifying the proposed NAR-LSTM network-based 7 

contour error prediction and the TS-DQN-based contour error compensation approaches are designed and 8 

conducted. Experimental results show that, the proposed approach can have good prediction accuracy on the 9 

contour error (prediction error less than 9.1%); and for the further contour error compensation strategy as 10 

presented in this paper, it can significantly counterbalance the contour error of the machining process (the MAE 11 

of the contour error is reduced for 70.49% ~ 84.53%) with the machining quality improved significantly after 12 

the compensation (maximal machining error reduced 49.67% for machining circular contour). Besides, the 13 

proposed TS-DQN-based contour error compensation approach has much better performance in terms of both 14 

the computational efficiency compared to the traditional approach (a 41.81% reduction of computational time) 15 

and the compensated results as compared to the benchmarks. 16 

 17 

5. Conclusion 18 

In this paper, a set of approaches is presented for the contour error compensation of the CNC machining. 19 

To achieve this goal, a deep learning network NAR-LSTM is firstly designed that can precisely predict the 20 

tracking error of the machine’s feed axis from the internal data of the CNC system, based on which the contour 21 

error can be calculated. Then, a contour error compensation strategy is proposed for which the compensation 22 

parameters are identified based on the TS-DQN-based reinforcement learning approach. The validities of the 23 

contour error prediction and compensation methods were confirmed by extensive experiments on a three-axis 24 

CNC machine tool. The experimental results show that the proposed method can effectively improve the 25 

accuracy of the contour error prediction, both for the elementary shape like a circle and the freeform curves like 26 
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the heart contour and goggles contour. Also, experimental results validate the effectiveness and the advantage 1 

of the proposed contour error compensation approach in terms of improving the machining quality and enhance 2 

the computational performance. 3 

Regarding the future work of this paper, in addition to the 2D contour, the proposed deep learning-based 4 

tracking error modeling and reinforcement learning-based contour error compensation approaches could be 5 

extended for improving the machining quality of the 3D surface machining. Besides, we will focus on how to 6 

reuse the generated compensation values for different feedrate via the technology of transfer learning. At last, 7 

based on the control error prediction result, some feedforward control methods will be developed to further 8 

increase the contouring accuracy of CNC machining. 9 

 10 
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Appendix A. Geometric parameters of the two NURBS curves 20 

Heart contour: Order: k = 4, knot vector: {0, 0, 0, 0.15, 0.5, 0.5, 0.85, 1, 1, 1}; control points (x, y): {(0.0, 21 

0.0), (-20.0, 50.0), (40.0, 20.0), (75.0, 0.0), (40.0,-20.0), (-20.0,-50.0), (0.0, 0.0)}; weights: {1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 22 

1.0, 1.0, 1.0}. 23 

Goggles contour: Order: k = 4, knot vector: {0, 0, 0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.75, 0.9,1,1, 1}; control points 24 

(x, y): {(0.0, 0.0), (10.0, -40.0), (40.0, -10.0), (70.0, -40.0), (80.0, 0.0), (70.0, 10.0), (40.0, 20.0), (10.0,10.0), 25 

(0.0, 0.0)}; weights: {1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0}.  26 
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Figures

Figure 1

The general structure of the semi-closed loop control of a feeding axis

Figure 2

The position control loop of the feeding system



Figure 3

LTE and NLTE of the X-axis of the machine tool of Fig. 13

Figure 4

Prediction model of the OTE



Figure 5

Architectures of the NAR-LSTM network. (a) Open-loop architecture; (b) Closed-loop architecture

Figure 6

The procedure of contour error calculation



Figure 7

Contour error calculation of for a free-form reference path

Figure 8

The general idea of the contour error compensation method



Figure 9

Contour error compensation of the reference contour

Figure 10



The general structure of the proposed TS-DQN

Figure 11

The BM8-H three-axis CNC milling center



Figure 12

Data retrieved for the X and Y-axis from the controller

Figure 13

Three test contours. (a) circular contour; (b) heart contour; (c) goggles contour.

Figure 14



Actual (red) and predicted (blue) tracking error, prediction error (green) of the X-axis

Figure 15

Actual (red) and predicted (blue) tracking error, prediction error (green) of the Y-axis



Figure 16

Actual (red) contour error, predicted (blue) contour error, and prediction error (green) for the goggles
contour



Figure 17

Contour error compensation for circular contour. (a) reference, uncompensated, and compensated circle;
(b) contour error before and after compensation.

Figure 18

Contour error compensation for heart contour. (a) reference, uncompensated, and compensated heart
contour; (b) contour error before and after compensation.

Figure 19



Contour error compensation for goggles contour. (a) reference, uncompensated, and compensated
goggles contour; (b) contour error before and after compensation.

Figure 20

Machined parts of circular contour. (a) before compensation; (b) after compensation

Figure 21



(a) Inspection scenario of the machined parts; (b) machining error before and after compensation

Figure 22

Comparison between the proposed approach and the benchmarks on the contour error compensation of
goggles contour


